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NOTE: A new, annotated version of this book is now available via Ebook Library.com. Please see
dudeism.com/ddc for more details.The Dude De Ching is an interpretation of the Tao Te Ching
for followers of Dudeism. This funny and inspiring book of spiritual lessons will help you take it
easy and abide in the face of any gutterballs that are thrown your way.Each verse is followed by
the original verse from the Tao Te Ching to help show the similarity between Dudeism and
Taoism.Dudeism is an authentic religion with over 300,000 ordained "Dudeist Priests." It is
inspired mainly by Taoism and the Coen Brothers' 1998 film The Big Lebowski.Please visit
Dudeism at dudeism.com to find out more.



The DudeDe Ching Standard Edition A Dudeist Holy Book inspired byThe Tao Te Ching of
Lao Tzu &The Big Lebowski of Joel and Ethan Coen By Oliver Benjamin THE DUDELY
LAMA OF DUDEISM Expanded, annotated edition available here: ABIDE UNIVERSITY
PRESS The Church of the Latter-Day Dude For more to read and enjoy,please visit the
Dudeism library at For more about Oliver Benjamin’s version ofThe Tao Te Ching, please visit ©
2016 by Oliver Benjamin All rights reserved. Published by:Abide University Press / Dudeism,
LLCEmail: ddc@dudeism.com IMPORTANT NOTE TO READERS: This book is an independent
and unauthorized fan publication. No endorsement or sponsorship by or affiliation with Joel and
Ethan Coen, Jeff Bridges, Gramercy Pictures, or any other copyright and trademark holders is
claimed or suggested. All references in this book to copyrighted or trademarked characters and
other elements of The Big Lebowski are for the purpose of commentary, criticism, analysis, and
literary discussion only. Home page for this book: PrefaceBy the Dudely Lama, Oliver
Benjamin After the Christian Bible, the Tao Te Ching is the most widely-translated book in the
world. But that’s only part of the story: There are no fewer than 100 translations in English
alone.This is because this Taoist holy book was written in such a poetic Chinese idiom that no
one can say for certain what it means. As a wiser fella than ourselves once said: “Sometimes
you read the book, and sometimes the book, well, it reads you.” The Tao Te Ching is that sort of
book. Even though it was written well over 2000 years ago, it is still very much relevant
today.While there are many books which have given rise to religions, few movies have managed
to pull off such a feat. The Coen brothers 1998 film The Big Lebowski is one of them, having
inspired Dudeism, a religion with about 400,000 ordained Dudeist priests all over the world as of
2016. However, since Dudeism is also basically a modernized form of Taoism, it is equally
inspired by the Tao Te Ching.In order to illustrate the far-out connection between The Big
Lebowski and Taoism, we’ve produced this unique re-interpretation of the Tao Te Ching. In it,
each verse of the Tao is reworked using material from The Big Lebowski, often to amusing-but-
illuminating effect. To help illustrate the correspondence, we’ve provided our own original
translation of the Tao Te Ching after each verse of the Dude De Ching.This is the result: A book
of levity and brevity which helps identify Dudeism as a modern incarnation of Taoism. We hope
you dig its style. Dudeism abides,REV. OLIVER BENJAMINThe Dudely Lama of The Church of
the Latter-Day Dude Inner-ductionBy the Arch-Dudeship, Dwayne Eutsey In Dudeism’s “Take It
Easy Manifesto,” we pose questions that fellas wiser than ourselves have contemplated across
the sands of time: What makes a religion? Is it being prepared to do the right thing, whatever the
cost? Isn’t that what makes a religion? Or is it that along with a pair of testaments? As for definite
answers to these timeless queries, well, Dudes, we just don’t know. There are just too many
theological ins and outs and ecclesiastical strands to keep in our heads, man. Besides, we
smoked a lot of Thai stick back in seminary, so, truth is, we don’t remember a lot from our world
religions class.One thing we can say for certain, though: Most religions have a sacred book, a



pile of holy writ that most adherents believe is the uncompromised first draft direct from God or
what-have-you that really ties the cosmos together, wraps ‘er all up. For instance, Jews have the
Torah, in addition to 3,000 years of beautiful tradition from Moses to Sandy Koufax; Christians
have Gospels that tell the miraculous story of how the Jesus rolled; and the fanatical cult of
loaded reactionaries, well, they have The Wall Street Journal.Scriptures, epistles, laws,
prophecies, psalms, commandments, stock market analyses. So many learned men and women
throughout the ages have disputed what they all mean, it can be quite stupefying. Even the
religions that are some kind of Eastern thing—like Hinduism and Buddhism—have produced
endless reams of Vedas and Sutras and rituals and chants and whatnot.One exception to the
whole divine-revelation-through-written-word thing, however, is Taoism. According to religious
scholar Huston Smith, Taoism has only one basic text, the Tao Te Ching (or, in English, The Way
and Its Power), a slim volume that, as Smith says, can be read in half an hour or a lifetime.
Legend has it that a Chinaman by the name of Lao Tzu one day said “Fuck it” (loosely translated
from the Chinese), hopped on a water buffalo (possibly with rust coloration), and started
heading a-way out west to Tibet.On his way out, someone stopped Lao Tzu and asked if he
would write down the tenets of his ethos before leaving town. Being a lazy man, Lao Tzu lodged
his water buffalo against an abutment long enough to write the Tao Te Ching’s 81 short verses.
When finished, he kicked his water buffalo into gear and, tossing his ringer to the man, rode off
into the misty horizon of legend and myth.Regardless of whether the legend is true, or whether
Lao Tzu even really existed, the Chinaman is not the issue here, Dudes. The issue is that the Tao
Te Ching is the perfect expression of Taoism’s wu wei of life, or in the parlance of Huston Smith,
a life of creative quietude in which “the conscious mind must relax, stop standing in its own light,
let go” so that it can flow with the Tao (or Way) of the universe.Dudeism has a lot in common with
Taoism, of course, being its philosophical compeer. Taoists, for example, revere the fella I’ve
innerduced by the name of Lao Tzu (literally “The Old Boy,” not something most folks where I
come from would self-apply); we have “The Dude.” Lao Tzu rejected uptight Chinese imperial
society and rode off to the mountains of Tibet, while the Dude rejected uptight American imperial
society and became a roadie with Metallica. Lastly and most importantly, Dudeists share
Taoism’s wu wei ethos of just taking it easy, man, and rolling with the cosmic flow.Although
Dudeists have The Big Lebowski (a film you can watch in a couple hours or over a lifetime),
Dudeism has lacked the equivalent of our very own Tao Te Ching…until now.You have your way
of understanding a story and I have mine, but I think the best way to read these here verses
we’re about to unfold is to slow down, kick back, fire up a J or sip a Caucasian, and deliberately
savor these stanzas as casually as possible. This ain’t no spiritual In-N-Out Burger, Dudes. The
Dude De Ching is just right for pondering as you soak in a tub surrounded by lit candles or when
you lie on the rug that really ties your room together, digging some Dylan tunes or the clatter of
your favorite bowling tournament.After reading The Dude De Ching, you may say far out, man, I
dig your style, or you may wonder what in God’s holy name we’re blathering about. Either way, it
don’t matter to the Dudeist. We can’t be worried about that shit. Life is complicated and all too



short and we’re not interested in wasting it on dead doctrinal debates or stale ideological
disputes. As one apocryphal Dudeist verse puts it: The wind passeth over the flower of our
days,Blowing ashes from a Folger’s can back onto our faces,And it is gone.The whole concept
abates.But life goes on, man.The Dude abides. Nothing changes.We take comfort in that. Aw,
hell. I done innerduced this book enough. Let’s go bowling, Dudes. Abidingly, REV. DWAYNE
EUTSEYThe Arch Dudeship of The Church of the Latter-Day DudeP.S. To our knowledge, no
water buffalo were harmed in the making of The Dude De Ching. Arch-Dudeship Dwayne’s Take
it Easy Manifesto can be enjoyed at: Additional notes from the author HistoryThe Dude De
Ching was originally published in 2010 but has gone through several permutations. In early
2016, it was completely re-written, illustrated and provided with an entirely new accompanying
translation of the Tao Te Ching. In late 2016, this “New Annotated Edition” was released featuring
81 explanatory essays, one for each verse.Other versions

This is the result: A book of levity and brevity which helps identify Dudeism as a modern
incarnation of Taoism. We hope you dig its style. Dudeism abides,REV. OLIVER BENJAMINThe
Dudely Lama of The Church of the Latter-Day Dude Inner-ductionBy the Arch-Dudeship,
Dwayne Eutsey In Dudeism’s “Take It Easy Manifesto,” we pose questions that fellas wiser than
ourselves have contemplated across the sands of time: What makes a religion? Is it being
prepared to do the right thing, whatever the cost? Isn’t that what makes a religion? Or is it that
along with a pair of testaments? As for definite answers to these timeless queries, well, Dudes,
we just don’t know. There are just too many theological ins and outs and ecclesiastical strands to
keep in our heads, man. Besides, we smoked a lot of Thai stick back in seminary, so, truth is, we
don’t remember a lot from our world religions class.One thing we can say for certain, though:
Most religions have a sacred book, a pile of holy writ that most adherents believe is the
uncompromised first draft direct from God or what-have-you that really ties the cosmos together,
wraps ‘er all up. For instance, Jews have the Torah, in addition to 3,000 years of beautiful
tradition from Moses to Sandy Koufax; Christians have Gospels that tell the miraculous story of
how the Jesus rolled; and the fanatical cult of loaded reactionaries, well, they have The Wall
Street Journal.Scriptures, epistles, laws, prophecies, psalms, commandments, stock market
analyses. So many learned men and women throughout the ages have disputed what they all
mean, it can be quite stupefying. Even the religions that are some kind of Eastern thing—like
Hinduism and Buddhism—have produced endless reams of Vedas and Sutras and rituals and
chants and whatnot.One exception to the whole divine-revelation-through-written-word thing,
however, is Taoism. According to religious scholar Huston Smith, Taoism has only one basic
text, the Tao Te Ching (or, in English, The Way and Its Power), a slim volume that, as Smith says,
can be read in half an hour or a lifetime. Legend has it that a Chinaman by the name of Lao Tzu
one day said “Fuck it” (loosely translated from the Chinese), hopped on a water buffalo (possibly
with rust coloration), and started heading a-way out west to Tibet.On his way out, someone
stopped Lao Tzu and asked if he would write down the tenets of his ethos before leaving town.



Being a lazy man, Lao Tzu lodged his water buffalo against an abutment long enough to write
the Tao Te Ching’s 81 short verses. When finished, he kicked his water buffalo into gear and,
tossing his ringer to the man, rode off into the misty horizon of legend and myth.Regardless of
whether the legend is true, or whether Lao Tzu even really existed, the Chinaman is not the issue
here, Dudes. The issue is that the Tao Te Ching is the perfect expression of Taoism’s wu wei of
life, or in the parlance of Huston Smith, a life of creative quietude in which “the conscious mind
must relax, stop standing in its own light, let go” so that it can flow with the Tao (or Way) of the
universe.Dudeism has a lot in common with Taoism, of course, being its philosophical compeer.
Taoists, for example, revere the fella I’ve innerduced by the name of Lao Tzu (literally “The Old
Boy,” not something most folks where I come from would self-apply); we have “The Dude.” Lao
Tzu rejected uptight Chinese imperial society and rode off to the mountains of Tibet, while the
Dude rejected uptight American imperial society and became a roadie with Metallica. Lastly and
most importantly, Dudeists share Taoism’s wu wei ethos of just taking it easy, man, and rolling
with the cosmic flow.Although Dudeists have The Big Lebowski (a film you can watch in a couple
hours or over a lifetime), Dudeism has lacked the equivalent of our very own Tao Te Ching…until
now.You have your way of understanding a story and I have mine, but I think the best way to read
these here verses we’re about to unfold is to slow down, kick back, fire up a J or sip a
Caucasian, and deliberately savor these stanzas as casually as possible. This ain’t no spiritual
In-N-Out Burger, Dudes. The Dude De Ching is just right for pondering as you soak in a tub
surrounded by lit candles or when you lie on the rug that really ties your room together, digging
some Dylan tunes or the clatter of your favorite bowling tournament.After reading The Dude De
Ching, you may say far out, man, I dig your style, or you may wonder what in God’s holy name
we’re blathering about. Either way, it don’t matter to the Dudeist. We can’t be worried about that
shit. Life is complicated and all too short and we’re not interested in wasting it on dead doctrinal
debates or stale ideological disputes. As one apocryphal Dudeist verse puts it: The wind
passeth over the flower of our days,Blowing ashes from a Folger’s can back onto our faces,And
it is gone.The whole concept abates.But life goes on, man.The Dude abides. Nothing
changes.We take comfort in that. Aw, hell. I done innerduced this book enough. Let’s go bowling,
Dudes. Abidingly, REV. DWAYNE EUTSEYThe Arch Dudeship of The Church of the Latter-Day
DudeP.S. To our knowledge, no water buffalo were harmed in the making of The Dude De
Ching. Arch-Dudeship Dwayne’s Take it Easy Manifesto can be enjoyed at: Additional notes from
the author HistoryThe Dude De Ching was originally published in 2010 but has gone through
several permutations. In early 2016, it was completely re-written, illustrated and provided with an
entirely new accompanying translation of the Tao Te Ching. In late 2016, this “New Annotated
Edition” was released featuring 81 explanatory essays, one for each verse.Other versionsAn
annotated edition of this book is now available for purchase. Links can be found at . This free
version can also be downloaded from that webpage. If you enjoy it, please tell your friends.A
version of this book without Big Lebowski references is also available for those who aren’t
particularly into the movie or Dudeism, but are interested to learn more about Taoism. More



information about that book can be found here: .A note on gendersThough the term “dude”
originated as a term to describe a certain type of male, and then later to refer to men in general,
today it is often used to refer to both genders, at least in certain parts of the United States.
Dudeism doesn’t recognize “dude” as a gender-specific word. We consider both women and
men who exhibit dude-like qualities to be “dudes,” and assert that the word “dude” can mean
many different things depending on the context. Additionally, we occasionally use male
pronouns in this book to signify human beings in general, rather than resorting to awkward
grammatical constructions like “he or she.”Well, I hope you folks enjoy yourselves. The
Verses1 Dudeness that can be blathered about is very undude.Names we self-apply to things
are only handles for what abides.A tumbling of tumbleweeds is all that’s really out there.The rug
is a fabrication which ties our ruminations together. Our thinking about this must not be
uptight,Or we will enter a world of pain.Investigating complicated casesAllows us to better
understand the world.The world is stupefying, but it’s far fucking out.Am I wrong? Okay,
then. The Dude digs the style of the Stranger,And the Stranger, the style of the Dude.They differ
only in their beverages. The Tao helps make sense of the whole durn human comedy.It is a
Theory of Everything.I can get you a TOE—There are Ways, Dude. Tao Te Ching: 1The Tao that
can be discussed is not really the Tao.Things in the world are only temporary reflections of
Tao.The flow of Tao is all that really exists.Our language and beliefs and categoriesAre only
fabrications which help us make sense of its flow. In order to understand this, one has to first
learn how to relax,In order to experience this, one has to first learn how to unlearn.The world is
made of and by Tao,And Tao is evidenced by the workings of the world. Tao and the world may
seem separateBut that is only because we are hardwired to see it that way.To operate in greater
harmony with the world,We must begin to internalize this way and its perspective.2 When a life
of achievement is considered best,They won’t approve of your lifestyle.When good men and
thorough are thoroughly trusted,Shorts can be slid down with impunity. Amateurs and achievers
are two poles of manhood,Businessmen and bums both have two pairs of testicles,Complex and
simple get down to cases,Fair and foul are both over the line,Strikes and gutters are results of
the roll,Reactionaries and pacifists are both concerned about basic freedoms,Ups and downs
are a dance in the cycle. So the Stranger controls without authority,And teaches without cuss
words.He lets all things take ’er easy,Watches the semifinals, but does not interfere,Drinks
sarsaparilla without seeking something stronger,And takes comfort where he can. Tao Te Ching:
2Once beauty is identified as precious,Ugliness is seen everywhere.Once the good is held up
as an ideal,The commonplace is considered bad. Difficult and easy,Long and short,High and
Low,Sound and Silence,Before and After—Each of them are complementary parts of a bigger
unity,But our conditioned minds don’t perceive it that way.We drive each aspect as far apart as
possible from its complement,And increasingly obsess over their division. Therefore, the sage
acts without struggle or coercionAnd teaches by example and allusion rather than rote and
rule.Things come and he welcomes them.Things go and he bids them adieu.He helps with no
expectation of gain,Works with no expectation of reward,Performs with no anticipation of



results,Completes projects but takes no credit. Since he takes nothing from the World,The World
takes nothing from him.And his impact upon the World long endures.3 Not achieving prevents
besting competitors,Not trying to scam anyone prevents taking any rug in the house,Not
flaunting beauty prevents thousand-dollar blowjobs.This is not ‘Nam, this is bowling.There are
rules. So the Stranger inspires the Dude by:Digging his style,Listening to his story,Telling him to
take ’er easy,And boosting his morale before the finals. If people aren’t privy to the new shit that
has come to light,Cowards among them will threaten castration;If no action is taken,There will
only be pee-stains on the rug. Tao Te Ching: 3Exalting our superiors invites
competition.Treasuring things that are difficult to obtain encourages theft.Flaunting objects of
desire gives rise to jealousy. So the sage rules by:Relaxing the people’s hearts,Satisfying their
needs,Lessening their wants,And strengthening their character. Once he has shown people how
to live without craftiness and envy,Cunning interlopers cannot take advantage of nor trick
them.Living without objective allows us to live in harmony with nature.4 The Dude’s glass may be
empty,But he knows it will soon be refilled.Necessary means are unnecessary.He takes comfort
in that. Let me tell you something about The Dude:Even though his career has slowed down a
little,He would never dream of taking your bullshit money.Even if there are a lot of strands in his
head,He will help you conceive.Even if he had a rough day,He’ll be there man.Even if he loses a
million dollars—Can’t be worried about that shit. Life goes on. If you dig his style, he will dig
yours.He takes ’er easy for all us sinners out there.His mind is limber, and he fits right in
there.What the fuck are you talking about?I lost my train of thought here. Tao Te Ching: 4Tao is
an empty vesselYet everything comes from it.Though utterly fathomless,It gives rise to
everything we perceive It smooths sharp edges,It unties the knots,It softens the glare,And
settles the dirt of daily life. Profoundly patient,It seems to have been around forever.No one
knows where it came from.This is because it preceded the world of forms.5 Nihilists are
unsentimental,They believe in nossing.The Stranger is also unsentimental,He drifts where the
wind catches him.Nihilists are like a bellows—Empty, yet full of hot air.The more they threaten,
the more cowardly they seem.The Stranger also rambles and loses his train of thought,But tells
a purty good story—There’s a literal connection.It affects all of us, dude.There is no bottom. Tao
Te Ching: 5Nature is unsentimental—It treats the living no different than it treats debris.Sages
are the same: They evaluate everyone impartially. Nature is like a bellows—It is empty and yet
everything springs from it.The more pressure put on it, the more it creates.Man is not like this—
The more he produces, the more exhausted he becomes. To tap into the Tao, the sage instead
turns inward.There he finds its calm and creative sourceAt the very center of his being.6 After
the cable is fixed, Bunny feeds the monkey.Strongly vaginal, she needs no
commendation.Marvelous woman. Very free-spirited.The Dude still jerks off manually.Few
bones or clams are found in his cash machine. Tao Te Ching: 6The fountain of life which never
ceases to flowCan be thought of as a mysterious sort of womb.The entrance to this profound
mother is the origin of the world.Her presence stretches in all directions, across all time and
space.She seems to give birth without exerting the slightest effort.7 Why is bowling eternal?



Because it rolls in cycles.Similarly, because he has no ends,The Dude never fails to achieve. The
Dude takes it easy,And so brother shamuses dig his work.He says, “ah, fuck it”And thus nothing
is fucked.Because he is a pacifist,No harm is visited tenfold upon his head.Because he does not
put himself over the line,He does not enter a world of pain.It is only because he gives a shit
about the fucking TOE,That no one’s going to cut his dick off.
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Kyle Hendrix, “This is, like, just my opinion, man. Was that original?. As a Dudeist Priest, I love
this book, obviously. Wise words of the Tao Te Ching, and they're Lebowski Lingo counterparts.
Yin and Yang. It'll make you laugh, and you'll learn something. So just take it easy, brother, read a
book, or watch a movie, or whatever.”

LA Ebook Libraryer, “If you're into the whole brevity thing,. If you're into the whole brevity thing;
you do get the Tao Te Ching inline and if you think about it, you could probably improve on it a bit
here and there but, I love it, it really helps tie the throne time together.”

Lou Lebowski, “Funny parody but not as insightful as the real thing.. It's funny. But not my favorite
of the dudeist texts. I enjoyed the real Tao the Ching that it's based on much more. Thankfully the
original is at the bottom of the page. So it's worth getting this version. Like two books in one.”

JY, “Great correlation between the Tao and Dude. Great correlation between the Tao and Dude. I
loved the flip flop between each in chapters. Dude really does tie the Tao together man”

El Duderino, “Ancient wisdom in a modern context.. I've been enamored with The Tao Te Ching
for most of my life. This modernized interpretation of the classic makes a nice addition to my
collection of translations.”

Burnt toast, “Five Stars. trying to keep my mind limber with the written Dude. Sitting on the back
porch enjoying my coffee.”

Adam Edwards, “Embrace the way. The dude abides man......”

Peter Gergel, “Great book.. If you are in Dudeism, it is the book to read. Right after Lao Tseu.”

the dude mike, “the dude abides. Great book and arived fast.”

The book by Oliver Benjamin has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 71 people have provided feedback.
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